




Canon's High Performance 8LR Cameras 
Canon gives its wide range of camera users, from the beginner to 
the highly professional photographer, a varied selection of qua lity 
cameras. From among these many cameras we would like to intro· 
duce our latest models of the SLR cameras. 
Canon Pellix QL is the only TTL exposure system SLR camera in 

the world to employ the through ·the·lens·and·mirror (TTLM) system, 
a recent Canon innovation. Light from the subject passes directly 
through the taking lens and thence through a very thin, fixed pell icle 
mirror into the CdS meter where it is measured. Because the meter 
is directly level with the f ilm plane the reading thus taken is abso· 
lutely correct. And , as the pellicle mirror is also a " beam·splitter", 
part of the light is reflected up into the viewfinder. Thanks to the 
fixed pellic le mirror, there is no " blackout" . The Pellix QL is known 
as the " blinkless " SLR camera . With the attachment of the Canon 
Booster, an auxiliary meter for extremely dim lighting, ultra· low 

illumination down to EV -4.5 can be accurately read. 
Canon FT QL incorporates the most advanced TTL exposure system 
with a quick·return mirror. The light from the image passes through 
the taking lens and is reflected by the mirror to the viewf inder. 
But a portion of the light is deflected into the CdS meter by means 

of a " beam.splitter" half mirror located in the condenser lens. Thus, 
the measurement" of light through the lens in this manner ensures 
particularly fine results . Combined with the Canon Booster, measur. 
ing of dim light down to EV -3.5 is possible. 
Canon Pellix QL and FT QL include a revolutionary new prism screen 
rangefinder and the Canon·deve loped Quick Loading (QL) mechanism . 

Canon Pellix QL 

Viewfinder : Eye·level system using pentagonal prism. 
Focusing Glass : Using Fresnel lens and prism screen rangefinder. 
Mirror : The half transparant Canon Pellicle Mirror . 
Aperture: Fully automatic pre ·set aperture built in. Pre·set 

release possible. 
Shutter: 1/ 1000-1 sec. and B (T) X focal plane shutter. 
Exposure Meter : Built in . Zero·method type CdS meter coupled 

to shutter dial and aperture setting. Through·the ·lens·and·mir· 
ror (TTLM) system. EV 0 .5 (with ASA 100 film, f / 1.2 at 1 sec.) 

. -EV18 (f/ 16 at 1/ 1000 sec.) one·stage system. ASA 25-2000. 
Powered by one 1. 3v M20 (#625) mercury battery. 
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Photometry: Exposure meter functions with the . CdS actuating 
lever. Continuous photometry is possible with the lock lever. 
Battery tester built in. 

Measuring of Ultra·low Illumination: EV1.5 1/2 sec.-EV-4.5 30 
sec. at f /1.2 can be measured with the attachment of the 
Canon Booster (auxiliary meter for extremely dim lighting) . 

Flash Synchronization : Synchronizing possible for FP and X con· 
tacts and FP class, M class, MF class and electronic flash units. 

Self·timer: Built in . 
Film Advancing : Single operation 174 0 winding lever, possible to 

wind with several short strokes. Film counter, self·resetting type. 
Film Loading : Back cover opening, using any standard 35mm 

film in cartridge. The QL mechanism makes possible simple 
and quick loading of film. 

Size: 144 x 91 x 43mm (5·5 /8 /1 x 3·5/8 /1 x 1 ·3 /4 /1 ) 
Weight: 755 grams (1 lb. 10·5/8 oz .)-body only. 

Canon FT QL 

Similar to Rellix QL, with the following exceptions : 
Mirror: Shockless quick·return system. Mirror can be fixed up· 

wards . 
Exposure Meter: Through·the ·lens (TTL) system , EV2 .5 (with ASA 

100 film, f / 1.2 at 1/4 sec.)-EV18 (f/ 16 at 1/ 1000 sec.) one·stage 
system . 

Measuring of Ultra·low Illumination : EV2 .5 1/4 sec. -EV-3.5 15 
sec. at f /1.2 can be measured . 

Size: 144 x 93 x 43mm (5·5 /8 /1 x 3·5/8 /1 x 1·3/4 /1 ) 
Weight: 740 grams (1 lb. 10·1/8 oz.)-body only . 

. IJill'" T Z~ I '.. . CdS 

Canon Pellix QL Canon FT QL 

Canon FX is an SLR camera with maximum operating versatility . 
It features a built· in CdS exposure meter that is coupled to the 
~hutter dial , a fully automatic pre ·set aperture, a mirror lock 
device and a compact penta prism. This quality camera is designed 
for excellent holding with all the high· performance mechanisms 
ideally located. 

Canon FX 

Viewfinder: Eye·level system using pentagonal prism. 
Focusing Glass : Using Fresnel lens and split·image rangefinder. 
Mirror: Shockless quick·return system . Mirror can be fixed up· 

wards. 
Aperture: Fully autom,atic pre·set aperture built in. Pre·set re ' 

lease possible . 
Shutter: 1/ 1000-1 sec. and B (T) X focal plane shutter. 
Exposure Meter: Built in . Match ·needle type CdS meter coupled 

to shutter dial. EV1 (with ASA 100 film , f / 1.4 at 1 sec.)-EV18 
(f/ 16 at 1/1000 sec.) high and low two· stage shifting system . 
ASA10-800. Powered by one 1.3v M20 (# 625) mercury battery. 

Photometry : Exposure meter functions with the ON·OFF·CHECK 
switch and the sensitivity shifting knob . Battery tester built in . 

Flash Synchronization: Synchronizing possible for FP and X con · 
tacts and FP class, F class and electronic flash units. 

Self·timer : Built in. 
Film Advancing: Single operation 160 0 winding lever, possible 

to wind with several short strokes. Film counter, self· resetting 
type . 

Film Loading: Back cover opening, using any standard 35mm film 
in cartridge. 

Size: 141 x 90 x 43mm (5 · 1/2 /1 x 3·1 /2 /1 x 1·3/4 /1 ) 
Weight: 670 grams (1 lb. 7·5/8 oz.)-body only. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 



Interchangeable Lenses 
Wide·Angle Lenses 
Lenses with short focal lengths have deep depth-of-field, and so, 
sharply focused pictures are obtainable with just a slight clo~ing of 
the aperture. Therefore, wide·angle lenses are most ideal for 
snapshots. Perspective can also be exaggerated with this type of 
lens and so it is possible to give unusual impact to short distance 
shots. Furthermore, because of its wide angle ·of-v iew it is very 
convenient for taking pictures even in cramped places where there 
is little space to step back . 

Standard Lenses 
Standard lenses are designed for general photography such as 
snapshots, scenery and portraiture. They are usually of fast speeds 
which make them most effective for indoor and nighttime photog
raphy. ' Standard lenses al so have very high resolving power and 
are widely acknowledged as being very useful for close·up photog· 
raphy, copy work and macrophotography. 
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Telephoto Lenses 
Lenses with focal lengths between 85mm and 200mm have the 
best perspective and capture the subject large ly and c learly. That 
is why these lenses are suited for photographs with no image 
distortion such as portraiture and commercial photography. Their 
small size and light weight also make them ideal for taking snapshots 
of distant subjects and for shooting sporting events. 

Zoom Lenses 
A single zoom lens does the work of a number of standard and tele
photo lenses. Using a zoom lens f rom a stationary posit ion you can 
compose your picture exactly as you want it . And by utilizing your 
camera's time exposure f eature while zooming the full range, you 
can create a dynamic effect in your pictures which cannot be ac · 
complished with other lenses. 

Extra-Long-Telephoto Lenses 
Lenses in this group are absolutely indispensable for clear delinea· 
tion of subjects f rom far distances , such as , shooting of wild an imal 

lens Type An~le of Aperture 
view system 

Pre·set aperture 
release mechanism 

Magnifica · 
tion 

Le ns 
composition 

life, horse racing and sport ing events. Furthermore, its aperture 
characteristics make such un ique phot ographic effect s possible 
as the blu rring out of t he background and the elimination of 
perspective. 

Lenses Most Commonly Used 
In the t elephoto lens f ield , the most popular is the Canon Lens 
FL 200mm F3 .5. It is best suited for the mechanisms of the SLR 
camera when shootin g distant subjects deliberate ly and without 
hurry. 
In the wide·ang le field , most camera users use the 35mm lens . 
Bes ides the 3 5 mm lens you should also possess Canon's super· 
wide ·angle lens FL 19mm F3 .5R . It is the highest performance 
lens in this fiel d because it gi ves normal delineati on despite its 
wide ang le·of ·view. 
For those who are pr inci pally interes t ed in t elephot ography, we 
recommend our sharp and lightweight zoom lenses , FL 55 - 13 5mm 
F3 .5, FL lOO-200mm F5. 6 and FL 85-300 mm F5 . 

Minimuml--_O'_'t_'n_'r' _SC_"_' _ + A_tt_"_h_m_'nTt_'_ize_lm_m_l-I Hood Case Coating Weight 
apertu ':.,e In feet In meters Cap size Filter size g lb. - oz. 

F11 9mm F3.5R Super-wide-angle 96° Automatic A·M ring 0.38 x 11 elements in 9 components 16 1.75-20no 0.5-700 80 Series NO.9 Exclusive Amber 500 1 I ·S!B 

Fl 28mm F3 .5 Super-wi de-angle 75° Automatic A-M ring 0.56 x 7 elements in 7 components 16 l.S-10<x> 0.4 300 60 58 W·60·8 Amber 240 8· 1/2 
Fl35mm F2.S Wide·an~'e 64° Automatic Aperture release rinR 0.7 x 7 elements in 5 componen ts 16 1.5-1000 0.4-300 60 58 W·60·A Magenta 352 12·3/8 

fl35 mm F3.S Wide-angle __ f--,6;';' ",' _ f'Ac:u-"to:::m:::'t'""'-t-,A:-:':::M-,r.:::'n:!.g""'C'--:-...,.-_ _+-",O~.~7X4-'6~",:,'m:::'::.nt~,-,' n"-:6;:-::,o:::m""o:::n,:,'n:;-t1---",1 6~-I--,-I ~.S-;-I:,;-O="'--j-;;O".4-;-3;-:=+_-;.:SO~+_-;',,"8_+W"-.-=-50::.A"-t-;c-i':=tT.M.:,U''Cti.c;,,~y'::.r_-t-,2,,7.;;-O+_9,'-i,I /.2 1 
I-;;Fl"P3"aC'm-m-;F"'2"".8--I-:W;;C'C'd,-',-ng"-:'le 590 Automatic Aperture release ring 0.76 x 4 elements in 3 components 16 3-3000 0.8-800 60 48 Exclusive Magenta 210 7·3 /8 

I-';;'Fl,=:SO",m",mc...,F",3",.5_-I-:s",t,:::.n"d,::.rd,--",IM:.:"""o"I-+_.::'6",'-+",AU",to:::.m::,:' ",tiC'-1-7cA.M. ring 1 x 4 elements in 3 component 22 9.2in-2000 0.234-500 60 58 S·60 Exclusive Amber 295 10·3/8 
Fl 50mm F1.8 Standard 46 ~ Automatic A·M ring 1 x 6 elements in 4 co mponent 16 2-3000 0.6-1000 50 48 S·50 Magenta, Purple 280 9·7/8 

~~~~!~~:~:~;~:.~·:---f.~~;:=~~::=~:~----+--,i'~~:-+:~::;-~:=:~:~::~'-~::i~-';~:~~:---------4--~I.~:"':4-~;~::~::~:=:~::~:::'~~: -=-~:=:~:=:~=:~c;:::f~:~: -4~':::'::~~~o'::::+~~:~:~~;~~:-+- -'::~~o--r-- :~: __ 4-~~::~~~+-c...,~~::::'::':~::'I:~: p~A~~r:~~ __ ~:~:~~~I __ 1_2~7"'/8~ 
I-';;'Fl'=:8S"'m"'mc...,F"'I "'.8--I-:l"'on:::'g-'-;.fo::',:"u'---+-~29""-\-A~u"'to:::'m:':''''tic'-I-A-:-,'''er-'tu''re''-re'I -,-as-,-, 'C'ng--l--71.-=7 ''-X+'=-'5 elements in 4 components 16 3.5-6000 1-2000 60 58 T·60 Magenta, Purple 445 15·3/4 

FllOOmm F3.5 Telephoto 240 Automatic Aperture release ring 2 x 5 elements in 4 components 22 3.5-3000 1-1000 50 48 T·50 Purple 278 9·3/4 
F1l35mm F3.5 Telephoto 180 Automatic A-M ring 2.7 x 4 elements in 3 component 22 5-1()()00 1.5-3000 50 48 T·50 Magenta 434 15-114 
F1l35mm F2 .5 Telephoto 180 Automatic Aperture release ring 2.7 x 6 elements in 4 components 16 5-10000 1.5 3000 60 58 T-60 Magenta 645 1 6-3/4 
Fl200mm F3 .5 Telephoto 120 Automatic Aperture release button 4x 7 elements in 5 components 22 8-10000 2.5-3000 60 58 uilt·in Magenta 680 1- 8 
Fl200mm F4.5 Telephoto 12° Au tomat~ A·M ring 4 x 5 elements in 4 components 22 8-l()Q00 2.5-3000 50 48 Built ·in Exclusive Magenta, Purple 555 1 - 3-5/8 

~F~l~SS~~-1~3~sm=m~~F3~.5=~z~oo~m~~~=====t~'~·3~'~-:-~18~,tAfufto~mf,~t~"~~;A~,~er~tutret~,~,::.:'~e.:::a~'~'~b.:::U~t~to~n=j~I~.I~--:-2~,~7~~X:':4+::.:~1-:-3~::.:~".:::':'mf'in::.:t~,j'::.n~::.:~1o;.:::,~o~mf,oin.:::'=nit4,t_--=~22~=j=j7=-I~oot==j=;2t-f30t==t==frot=jt==~58t==t.is;'6~O ~~=E~xt"U~,='Yt' t~Am~b~'~r ~==~=t=7~9~O~~I~-~I~I ';7/~a 
FllOO-200mm F5.6 Zoom 240 _120 Automatic A·M ring 2-4 x 8 elements in 5 component 22 8-10000 25-3000 57 5S Built ·in Exclusive Magenta 650 1- 6·7/8 

/-F;;l~85~-3;;;OO~m"'m~F5C"-r;Z"'oo'"m'----t-;2"'9'''''--':8''''+A;--u'''to'''m''''t'-:', ,'--1I-A"-,"'erCt'u"'re"-re7", ,-as-, C'b"'ut"-to-n-l~I".7o-_"6 "x+'I=-S -',,"',m"',"'n"'t,"',"'n - 9=--",,"'m"',o"'n"',n"'ts"!--022=---4-"'12"'_20000 '4-5000 75 72 Built· in Exclusive Magenta 1.840 4 - 7/8 

R300mm F4 long· telephoto go Manual 6 x 5 elements in 4 components 22 1.5 Special 48 Special Special Magenta 1.200 2-10·3f8 
I -R;;;'~OO;;:m.:':m::7.F,,,,,.s~-r.l-::on:::g",t':;,,::,,'o:ho':itC:-O -+-""""'6c;-, -t.M';"=n:-:u'';--� -+-------+-· sx 5 elements in 4 components 22 10.2 3.1 Special 48 Special Special Magenta 1.100 3 -12 

R600mm F5.6 Ext ra·long-focus 40 Manual 12 x 2 elements in 1 compone nt 32 20 6.4 Special 48 Special Special Purple 1,800 3 - 15·1/2 

rR~a~oO~m~m~~~ __ -r.E~xt=ra~,~'on:::g"'f=o,~u'~t-~3,,,,·coiM~'=nu:-:,';--1 __ + ______________ + __ ~1~6 X~i.~2 ~'~"m~'=n=t'.::'=n -7I ~'o:-:m~'=on='n=t+.::3~2 --~4,i4 .-=-3 ---t::.:13~.5~_+~S~'e~"~" -t.--_~~-1~S':_:'=cia='-+.::S~" :_:'~" ~' -r.P~u=r'~I'------r.I~.9NOO>+,' _- ~3~,1 
RI000m m Fll Extra·long-focus 2.40 Manual 20 x 2 elements in 1 component 32 69 21 Specia l 48 Special Special Pu rple 1,800 3 - 15-2/1 
Fl ·F300mm F5.6 l ong· telephoto 80 Automatic A·M ri ng 6 x 7 elements in 6 components 22 13-20000 4-5Oeo 6O-'--'+-~S"'8---E8u:C;r-:--t .::"n-+-;E':'xc"-'u.c,'-ve+'M-;-,":g''':'n-;-t '--+'-;;8;O;SO~-;-1 _-;-;1,,-'--1 
Fl ·F5OOmm F5.6 l ong· telephoto 50 Automatic Pre·set release button lO x 6 elements in 5 components 22 33-600...0 10-20000 105 95 Built ·1n Exclusive Amber 2,700 5 -15-1/4 

Note; FlP 38mm F2.g is for use with Pellix Ql. 
For lenses longer than 3OOmm, there are no distance scales . The shortest focusing distance is listed in the chart fo r reference. 



Changes in Angle-of-View 
Compar ison of the different angles-of-view when shooting a subject from the same distance but with different focal length lenses. 

Changes in Perspective 
When photographing the main subject in the same size with different focal length lenses by changing the distance from the subject to 
the camera , the differences in perspective can be distinctly noticed. 

35mm 

Changes in Aperture Effects 
Variations in depths·of. field are obtained by changing the degree of opening of the lens aperture. 

50mm f / 5 .6 

Close d istance 

~\ 
! 

200mm 

Telephoto lenses have shallower Medium distance 
depths· of-field . 

Depth -of-field becomes deeper 
when opening of lens aperture 
is made smaller. 7 
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Accessories for General Photography 
An outstanding feature of Canon SLR cameras is that besides !nter. 
changeable lenses, numerous accessories are available to increase 
their performance and broaden their photographic range. Accesso· 
ries inClude filters, lens hoods, camera holder and flash unit which 
are sufficient for general photography. 

Filters 
Various types of 40, 48, 55, 58 and 72mm screw·in type filters 
are available for special effects in both black and white and color 
photography. 
Series No.9 filters for exclusive use with FL 19mm F 3.5R lens 
are also available. The external diameter of the Series No.9 filters 
is 72mm and an exclusive filter holder must be used to match 
77mm thread diameter of the lens.. Refer to page 10. 

Lens Hoods 
A lens hood is essential for taking clear pictures because it shields 
the lens from excess rays outside the angle·of·view. It is particu
larly effective for preventing glare when taking pictures against the 
light. All hoods can be selected by matching their sizes with the 
type of lens and the cap size, i.e., external diameter of lens, except 
for a few hoods that are used for only certain lenses. 
"s" stands for standard, "T" for telephoto and the figures indicate 
the exter(1al diameter of the lens. Therefore, an S-60 hood means 
that it is for a standard lens with a cap size of 60mm. 

S·50: FL 50mm F1.8 
S·60: R 50mm Fl.8, R 58mm F1.2, FL 50mm Fl.4, FL 55mm 

Fl.2 
TAO: R lOOmm F3.5 
T·50: R 85mm F1.9, R l35mm F3 .5, FL lOOmm F3.5 
T·60 : R 85mm F1.8, R lOOmm F2, R l35mm F2.5, R 200mm 

F3.5, R 55-l35mm F3 .5, FL 85mm F1.8, FL l35mm 
F2, FL 200mm F3 .5, FL 55-l35mm F3.5 

Exclusive·Type Hoods : FL 28mm F3.5, FL 35mm F2.5, R l35mm 
F2.5, extra·long·telephoto lenses of R 300mm and over. 

Camera Holder R4-2 
The Camera Holder R4·2 is an accessory that is attached to the 
tripod or copy stand to firmly hold the camera. It is especially 
effective when used with telephoto lenses. The changing of 
camera position from horizontal to vertical and vice versa can 
be performed very easily. 

Canon Release 
The all· metal durable Canon Release is an indispensable accessory 
when shooting pictures with tripod at s.low shutter speed and in 
close-up photography, copy work and macrophotography. 
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Flash Units 
In ordinary photography, exposure failures have been completely 
eliminated with the use of TTL built· in exposure meters or coupled 
exposure meters. However. flash photography becomes necessary 
when catching a moving subject indoors or in night photography. 
There are now many different types of flashbulbs available for 
both black and white and color photography. Effective flash 
photography is possible by using multiple flashbulbs or by bounce 
flash. Speedlights have also been greatly improved with the use 
of transistor circuits and NiCd accumulator. See page 11. 

Softomats 
Softomat is an optical flat surface glass coated with a 1 m icron 
thick film of tiny dots. It is effective in softening pictures utiliz· 
ing the diffraction of light. In the same manner as filters, it is 
simply attached to the front shooting lenses or lenses on enlargers to 
obtain a softly focused picture. There are two types of Softo· 
mats, Nos. 1 and 2, to be used according to the degree of softness 
desired. They come in four sizes in Series Nos. 6 to 9 . When using, 
they are attached to the adapter ring of the lens hood. 

Series No. 6 : R 100mm F3.5 
Series No.7 : FL 50mm F1.8, R 85mm F1.9, FL lOOmm F3.5 , 

R 135mm F3.5 
Series No. 8 : R 50mm F1.8, R 58mm F1.2, R 85mm F1.8, 

R 100mm F2, R 55 - 135mm F3.5, R 135mm 
F 2 .5, FL 50mm F 1.4, FL 55mm F 1.2, FL 85mm 
F1.8, FL 55-135mm F3.5, FL 135mm F2.5 

Exposure Factor Type 

Series No. 9: FL 85 -300m m F5 (Exclusive adapter ring should 
be used.) 

Lens Caps, Lens Dust Caps and Body Covers 
Lens Cap 50mm: R 135mm F3.5, FL 50mm Fl .8 , FL 100mm 

F3.5 
Lens Cap 60mm : Rand FL lenses with 60mm external diameter 
Lens Cap 75mm : FL 85-300mm F5 
Lens Cap 80mm: FL 19mm F3.5R 
Lens Dust Cap R : All Canon lenses (except FL 19mm F3.5) are 

applicable . 
Cam era Cover R : All Canon cameras are applicable. 

Gadget Bag 3 
Lens Cases 
Type C : R 35mm F 2.5 , R 50mm F 1.8, R 58mm F 1.2, FL 

35mm F2 .5, FL 50mm F1.4, FL 50mm Fl.8, FL 55mm 
F1.2 

Type 
Type 
Type 
Type 

D : 
E : 
F : 
G : 

R 85mm F 1.8, R 100mm F 3 .5, FL 85mm F 1.8 
R 100mm F 2, R 135mm F 3.5 
R 135mm F 2.5, FL 135mm F 2.5 
R 200mm F 3.5, FL 200mm F 3.5 

Type H: FL 100mm F 3.5 
Exclusive·Type Lens Cases : FL 19mm F 3 .5R, FLP 38mm F2 .8, 

R 55-135mm F3 .5, FL 55-135mm F3.5, FL 85-300mm F5 

Filter Characteristics 

1 UV For black & white and color • Absorbs only ultra ·violet rays. Especially effective at seaside, and in 
high mountains. Recommended for use in color photography. 

1.5 Y 1 
. 2 Y3 
3 01 

6 R 1 
3 G 1 

4 ND4 
8 ND8 
1 SKYLIGHT 
1.5 CCA4 
2 CCA8 

2 CCA 
(12 equiv.) 

1.5 CCB4 
2 CCB 8 
3 CCB 

(12 equiv.) 

For black & white 

For black & white 

For black & white 
For black & white 

For black & white and color 

For color 
For color 
For color 

For color 

For color 
For color 
For color 

• Increases contrast of black and white film. Enhances clouds, darkens 
the blue sky. Brightens red and yellow. 

• Darkens blue, increases yellow and red perceptibly . Good for contrasts 
especially in distant landscapes. 

• Makes strong contrasts . May also be used with infrared film . 
• Prevents red from turning radically into white . Lightens sky and face 

appropriately, and reflects the lightness of fresh greenery. 
• ND 4 reduces light values by 1 /4, ND 8 by 1/8 . No effect on the re o 

prod uction of colors. 
• Acts to harmonize the blue sky and shade. 
• For use with daylight type film under the cloud. 
• For use with universal type (color negative) film under the c loud or 

tungsten type film under the morning sun or sunset. 
• For use with tungsten type film under sunlight. 

• For use with daylight type f i lm under the morn ing sun or sunset . 
• For use with daylight type f i lm and clear flash bulb . 
• For use with daylight type film under tungsten light . 



Acceptab le Co upl ing Flashbu lbs 
Swan-base type Continenta l-type 

FLASH V-3 2M type socket and 
AG type accessory shoe 
PH type(w/adapter) 
Swan-base type Continental -type 

FLASH J-2 AG type(wl adapter) socket and 
PH type(wl adapter) accessory shoe 

AG type Contin ental-type 
FLASH J-3 PH type socket and 

accessory shoe 

AG-1 (Five Cont i- Continental-ty pe 
n uous flashes ar e socket and 

FLASH QUINT possible by inser- accessory shoe 

CUBE FLASH 

SPEEDLITE 
102 

SPEEDLITE 
200 

ting the bulbs at 
one time) 
Fl ashc ube Contine ntal-ty pe 

socket and 
accessory shoe 

Power Sour ce Co upling 

2-way: 
• Three 1.5v penlight 
(AA) batteries 

Co ntinental
t y pe soc ket 
and 
accessory 
shoe 

• AC household 
power source 
(l00-240v) 

3-way : 
• NiCd accumulator 
• Four 1.5v penlight 
(AA) batteries 
• AC household 

power source 

Continental
t ype soc ket 
and 
bracket 

Power Source Exposure Flash Test Extension Self Refl ect or Direct io n of 
Cal c ulatin~ Extension Flash Head 

15v 10F 15 laminated Built-in Poss ib le Possible Poss ib le Te lephotol Movable 
batter y c alc ulating wi Extension wi Exten sion w ide-angle vert ica lly 

Ma llory M-504 dia l Cord Vc Cord Vc 2-way 90 ' 
Eveready 504 fold ing type 

22.5v 15F 15 lam inated Bu i lt-in Poss ible Possib le Fo ld ing type 
battery 

Ma llo r y M-504 
Eveready 504 

15v 10F 15 laminated 
batter y 

Ma ll or y M-504 
Eveready 504 

15v 10F 15 laminated 
battery 

Mallory M-504 
Eveready 504 

Two 1.5v N batteries 
Ma llo r y M-910F 
Eveready 504 

Gu ide 
Number 

WI ASA 100 fi lm : 
Co lor , B & W; 20m 
(55ft. ) 

WI ASA 100 f ilm : 
Co lor ; 20m (55ft .) 
B&W; 28m (90f t .) 

ca lculating 
dial 

Bui lt- i n Poss ible 
ca lcu lating 
d ial 

Bui lt-in Poss ib le 
ca lcu lating 
dial 

Calc ulating 
c hart 

Flash Inter va ls 

WI Mang anese 
batter ies: 
8-10 sec. 
WI A lka l ine 
batter ies : 
7- 10 sec. 

W/ NiCd 
acc umulator: 
8-10 sec. 
WI penlig ht 
batteries : 
10- 15 sec. ' 
W/AC:Under 5 sec . 
Built-in pilot lamp 

Ava il ab le 
Fl ashes 

WI Manga nese 
ba tter ies : A ppr ox. 
50 f lashes 
WI Al ka li ne 
batteries : Approx. 
200 fl ashes 

WI NiCd accum u
lator : A pprox.80 
fl ashes (Charging 
time, 14 hr s.) 
WI Penlight bat 
ter ies: 30 f lashes 
WI AC : A pprox. 
20,000 fl ashes 

wi Extensio n 
Cord Vc 

Possi ble Fixed 
wi Ext en sion 
Cord Vc 

Possible Fixed 
wi Extension 
Cord Vc 

Possible 
wi Extensio n 
Cord Vc 

Flash 
An gel 

Flash 
A ngle Components 

Horizonta l Main body, 
pos ition : 50 ' AC cord , p lug-
Vert ica l adapt er for 200-

1/1,000 sec. positio n : 50 ' 240v 

Hor izonta l Main body , 
pos itio n : 70' bracket , N iCd 
Vert ical accumu lator , 

1/1,000 sec. pos iti on : 50 ' charger , battery 
m agazine, AC 
cord (1l5-240v 
with transformer 
or 100v use.) 

Elect ric Circ uit: Tran sistorised constant vo ltage system. Color Temperature: 5500 ' - 5000 ' K. Exposure Ca lcu lation : Bui lt -in calculat ing d ial. Flash Test : Possib le. 
' Long er intervals necessary in case of continuous use of over 10 f lashes. 
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Accessories for Close-Up Photography 
Even if the lenses are set at the minimum distance scale , they 
cannot bring the subject into focus at any distance closer than 
50cm (approx. 1 ft. 7 in.) with standard types nor closer than 1 meter 
(approx . 3 ft . 4 in .) with other types. Close·up photography, including 
macrophotography and photomicrography, is for closing up further 
on a subject and photographing it clearly at a larger size. Th is is 
where accessories for close· up photography, such as close· up lenses, 
extension tubes , bellows and slide duplicators , become necessary. 
Close·up photography is important in such fields as education and 
scientific research, and has recently become very popular. By 
choosing an interesting subject , extraordinary photos can be taken 
with various combinations of close·up accessories. Flowers, insects, 
buds, tiny mechanical parts and small objects of art are examples 
of interesting subjects. Close ·up photography also includes copy 
work such as photographing documents , paintings, pictures and 

charts. 
Close·up photography is the field in which SLR camera performs 
best and it is also where Canon's superior TTL system is put to 
its maximum effective use. In other words, the Canon SLR cameras 
are ideal cameras for close·up photography. 

Close-Up Lenses 
Close·up lenses are used for the most simple of close·up photog· 
raphy. Just screw it onto the front of the taking lens. Close·up 
lenses with two sizes of 48mm and 58mm and with two differing 
ranges, 450 and 240, are available. 

Type Usable Lenses Subject Distance 

48mm 450 FL 50mm F1.8 550-340mm 

} 

(also other lenses {(1' 9·5/8 "- 1' 1·3/8" ) 
with 48mm 330-260mm 

48mm 240 screw diameter) 11' 1"-10·1/4" ) 

58mm 450 

58mm 240 } 
58mm1800 

FL 55mm F1.2 554-344mm 
(also other lenses {(1' 9-1 /4" -1' 1-5/8" ) 
with 58mm 340-268mm 
screw diameter) (1 ' 1-3/8" -10-1/2" ) 
Exclusive for FL 2030-1110mm 
55-135mm F3.5 (6' 7·7/8" -3 ' 7·3/4" ) 

FL and M Series Extension Tubes 

Picture Area 

315x210-165x 110mm 
(1 ' 3/8" x 8·1 /4" 

-6·1 /2" x 4·3 /8") 
165 x 110-110 x 75mm 
(6·1 /2" x 4·3/8" 

-4·3/8" x 3") 
296 x 197-157 x 105mm 
(11·5/8" x 7·1 /4" 

-6·1 /4" x 4·1 /8" ) 
157 x 104-107 x 72mm 
(6·1 /8" x 4·1 /8" 

. -4·1/4" x 2·7/8" 
1190x790-230x150m m 
(3 ' 10-7/8" x 2' 7-1 /8" 

-9" x 5-7/8") 

The extension tube is used for expanding the photographic range 
to higher magnification close· ups. One or a combination of exten· 
sion tubes are attached to change the draw·out length of the lens. 

w / M10 & 20 w / M20 & 20 

-lmlll~~J-'J] m=llJ=Il 
w / M5, 10 & 20 W/ M5, 10, 20 & 20 

LENS: 

~~~~~~~~====~========m~a========~ 
W/ LlFE·SIZE ADAPTER 
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The Extension Tubes FL15 and FL25 (numbers indicate the length 
of the lens in millimeters respectively) are designed so that they 
couple to the pre· set aperture mechanism. These Extension Tubes 
can be used jointly with the close· up lens which enables close·up 
photography up to life·size in a variable range . 
The Extension Tubes M5, M10 and M20 are used with either FL 
or R series Canon Lenses. A combined use of anyone of the 
M series Tubes and the M20 enables a continuous range of close· up 
photography up to life ·size with a standard lens. 

Macro Canon Lens FL 50mm F3.5 
This is one of the highest quality lenses for close·up photography 
use. This lens, with its outstanding resolving power, is designed 
to fully meet all technical requirements in close·up photography. 
The draw·out length is greatly increased with the use of this lens, 
and with the lens itself it is possible to approach a subject up to 
23cm (9 in.), i. e., 0.5X. With the attachment of the Life·Size Adapter 
photography up to life size is possible. This high performance 
lens is also designed so that the aperture is automatically compensat· 
ed according to the amount of exposure necessary at close range. 
Aberration correction is so accurate with this lens that it gives 
superb performance even at maximum aperture opening. This lens 

gives the same sharpness to pictures in ordinary photography also . 
With this single lens you can take close·up photographs to your 
heart 's content, and in conjunction with a bellows you can also 

enjoy the thrills of macrophotography. 

Copy Stand 3F 
The Copy Stand 3F is for mass· producing copy work on a profes· 
sional basis. The sturdy arm holds the camera steady for blur· free 
continuous shooting. By utilizing other accessories, this device can 
also be used for bellows photography, photomicrography and other 
copy work in general. Magnification can be easily changed accord· 
ing to the accessory used. This copying device is available in two 
different types . One is the desk type which comes equipped with 
the necessary metal fittings for attaching onto a desk or table, 
and the other is the base board type. Structure: base board (or 

metal fittings for attaching onto a desk or table), stanchion, statio· 

nary arm, Camera Holder R4·2, case, vinyl cover. 

Handy Stand F 
Canon Handy Stand F is light in weight and of the assembly type 
which makes it convenient for carrying around. It is also easy to 
operate. Subjects of 257mm x 397mm (10.1 /8" x 15.5/8" ) to 
128mm x 199mm (5" x 7.7 /8" ) sizes can be photographed with the 
use of standard lenses. 

Waist-Level Viewer 2 
The Waist· Level Viewer is very convenient for copy work, close·up 
photography and shooting the subject from low·angle because the 
viewfinder eyepiece is facing upwards. Eyepiece is adjustable. 

13 



240 192 72 48 -Height DIMENSIONS OF 
360 288 108 72 -Width SUBJECT IN M ILLIMETERS 

9 Y:. 2% 2 - Heig ht DIMENSIONS OF 

14 \4 4 \4 2% -Width SUBJECT IN INCHES 

EXPOSURE FACTOR 
L78x 2.25x (Not necessary when using Pellix QL or FT QL 

RATIO OF MAGNIFICATION 
1: 2 (Negative Size : Subject Size) 

.. r 
STANDARD LEI'NS .A!LONE 

• 00 ~ 
STANDARD J ENS WI MOUNT CONVERT 

SANDA D LE 
m iT B[) . 
S WI J OSE.uP LEN , STANDARD LENS WI EXTENSION TUBE 

STA DARD lENS ~EXTENSlO: TUBE FUS 

FL25 

r r STANDARD LENS WI M SERIES EXTENSION TUBES 

'---:--r--:---:---
1 I UB U 

ST1 NDARD LENS WI CLOSE.U~ LENS AND FL SERIES EXTENSION TUBES 

I 

1m 
~ACRO lENS ALONE 

J 
MACRO LENS WI LlFE·SIZE ADAPTER 
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Height- 24 
Wid th- 36 

Height-
Width- 111, 

4x 

1 : 1 

12 
18 
11, 
% 

9x 

6 
9 

Y. 
o/s 

~------------------------1 25x ~ ____________________________ __ 

2 : 1 ~ __________ ~ ____________ , 4: 1)-____________________________ _ 

I m- 0I ~D ~ 
MACRO LENS WI MACROPHOTO COUP ER FL ~""\~ j SI ANDARD LENS WI Mt CROPHOTO COUPLER FL, 

EXTENSION TUBE AND MOUNT CONVERTERS A & B 

84 I 
STANDARD LENS WI : ELLOWS FL 

~;,; ~,,,.s-~-.\'~· III ~ rn '\NS.~N~~""~ 

MAC 0 LENS WI FL SERI ~S EXTEN~ON TUBES [AND BELLOWS FL 

~, 001 ~ I ~ ~J!l'<. 'JWV::t:vv-vvvv\rv'vVV~ 

MACRO LEN~ WI FL & M SERIE~ , XTENSION ;B~:-I~ 
I ~ 

STANDARD LEN j REVERSED WI MACRbpHOTO COUPLER FL AND BELLOWS FL 

~mJ!l 1 t 0 :TA~:A:DrnLE~SED 
STANDARD LENS WI ~l' DE DUPLICATOR A D BELLOWS FL WI ACROPHOTO COUPLER FL, FL & M SERIES 

EXTENSION TUBE S AND BELLOWS FL 

ARD LENS REVERSE 

r mm o1ueL . 
WI MACROPHOTO OOUPLER, EXTENSION jrUBE, MOUNT CONVERTER A AND BELLOWS FL 

~[]]wa 
MOUNT CONVE TER A, MICROPHOTO HOOD AND MICROSCOPE ______________ ~ __________ ~ ____________ ~ ____________ ~ _____________________________ 15 
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World of Macrophotography 
One of the outstanding features of cameras with interchangeable 
lenses is that pictures of larger than life·size is possible. The 
purpose of macrophotography is to clearly photograph tiny subjects 
and then enlarge the prints 50 to 100 t imes in order to study or 
appreciate them. The grains of m inerals , buds of plants, skins of 
animals ... these and a whole world of new vision is yours through 
macro photography . 
Canon 's SLR cameras are not only highly effective for macrophotog. 
raphy but Canon 's absolutely accurate TTL exposure system in 
Pellix QL and FT QL also elim inates calculations for exposure com· 
pensation . You ' ll be more than surprised at the superb results that 
Canon's all ·round SLR camera can produce. 

Accessories for Macrophotography 
Macrophotography with Canon SLR cameras is enabled with various 
accessories in numerous combinations. 

'v Bellows FL and Bellows R 
The bellows is extremely convenient because the draw· out length 
can be freely adjusted . When Bellows FL or R is used in conjunc· 
t ion with a 50mm lens, the photographic range becomes from 
approximately 0 .7X close·up to 3X macrophotography. Bellows FL 
has a pre· set aperture coupli ng mechan ism while Bellows R is of the 
manual aperture type . Bellows FL accepts the Slide Duplicator. 

Extension Tubes 
Besides FL and M series Extension Tubes , there are six types of 
Extension Tubes from 25mm to 200mm, which are originally for 
Canon 7S (screw· mount rangefinder.type camera) use. 

~ Macrophoto Coupler FL 
Macrophoto Coupler FL is necessary when the lens is attached in 
reverse direction. It is indispensable for shooting larger.than·life· 
size pictures and can be used without decreasing the performance 
of the lens. Macrophoto Coupler FL has an FL mount and a draw· 
out length of 13mm for focusing and can be mounted to Bellows 
FL or R, Extens ion Tube FL 15 or FL 25 and SLR camera . Two 
sizes of 48mm and 58mm are available. 

Macrophoto Coupler 
Th is Macrophoto Coupler is of the screw mount type and can be 
connected to screw mount type extension tubes . Or iginally for 
Canon 7S use. 

Connections Between Macrophoto Couplers 
and Adaptable Lenses 
Macrophoto Coupler FL 48mm : All lenses with 48mm screw diam· 

eter such as FL 50mm Fl.8. (FL mount) 
Macrophoto Coupler FL 58mm : Lenses with 58mm such as FL 55 

mm Fl.2, FL 50mm Fl.4 and FL 50mm F3.5. (FL mount) 
Macrophoto Coupler 48mm : All lenses with 48mm screw diam· 

eter. All lenses for rangefinder type cameras such as FL 50mm 
Fl.8. (Screw mount) 

Macrophoto Coupler 58mm : All lenses with 58mm screw diam· 
eter such as FL 55mm Fl.2, FL 50mm Fl.8 and FL 50mm 
F 1.4. (Screw mount) 

• Macrophoto Coupler FL is used for attaching the lens in reverse 
direction to camera body, Bellows FL or R, or various types of 
Extension Tubes . 

• Screw mount type Macrophoto Couplers can be connected directly 
to screw mount type Extension Tubes. They can be mounted on 
FL mounts with the use of Lens Mount Converter A. 

Lens Mount Converter A 
A connecting accessory used for mounting screw mount type lenses 
and Extension Tubes on FL mounts. Extension Tubes for Canon 
7S use can be attached to Bellows FL or R. 

Lens Mount Converter B 
A connect ing accessory used for attach ing lenses and Extension 
Tubes with FL mounts onto screw mounts. Its function is just 
the opposite to that of Lens Mount Converter A and connects FL 
lenses to screw mount type Extension Tubes . 

Slide Duplicator 
A device that is attached to Bellows FL for duplicating slides at 
approximately life·size. 
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Exposures for Close-Up Photography and Macrophotography 
Basically, exposure meters use the exposure value (EV) when the 
lens is set at infinity, i. e., where it is in the closest position to the 
film. Within the range of a normal distance scale, film latitude 
allows negligible difference of the exposure value. Even when 
shooting a subject with a close·up lens, the draw·out length of the 
lens is about the same as in general. photography and so exposure 
factor compensation is unnecessary. 
In macrophotography, the lens is drawn out with a Bellows or 
Extension Tubes and the distance to the film plane is greatly 
lengthened. This means that the light volume indicated by the 
f/ number on the taking lens will not reach the film plane and the 
actual exposure value should be obtained by mathematical calcula· 
tion. However, by using Canon Pellix QL or FT QL which incorpo· 
rate the TTL exposure system the proper exposure is always obtain· 
ed without any exposure factor compensation. 

TTL Always Measures Exposures Correctly 
TTL system always gives correct and accurate exposure measure· 
ments regardless of how the aperture opening changes. It measures the 
light passing through the taking lens and reaching the film plane. 

Therefore, even when the lens is drawn out greatly by Bellows or 
Extension Tubes the correct and accurate exposure can be obtained 
by following the indications of the built· in exposure meter with no 
mathematical calculations. 

Booster Solves Problem of Faint Light Volume 

In the field of macrophotography, the light volume which reaches 
the film plane rapidly decreases when the photographic magnifica. 
tion of the subject increases. And even when photographing 
outdoors you will very often be faced with dark subjects. There 
are many cases in which the ordinary TTL cameras are not suffi· 
cient to meet faint light conditions. Since there are many cases 
in the field of macrophotography where the subject must be pho· 
tographed with a small aperture opening, the need arises for such 
an exposure meter in which light in the minus area of the exposure 
value can be measured. 
The Canon Booster which is developed exclusively for the Canon 
Pellix QL and the FT QL completely solves this problem. The 
Canon Booster has increased the measuring range to include such 
faint light volumes as EV-4.5 in Pellix QL and EV-3.5 in FT QL. 



Photom icrography 
Photomicrography requires a great amount of experience because 
a microscope with its highly magnified optical system is used as 
a medium. Especially, the determination of the exposure is affected 
by various factors and, thus, photomicrography could not until 
recently ,be performed as easily . as other fields of photography. 
However, Canon FT QL and the Canon Booster have completely 
eliminated the problem of exposure measurements. Photomicrography 
can now be easily and quickly performed without failure if only the 
handling of the microscope and the lighting are done properly. 

Photomicrography with Canon SLR Cameras 
Using the Microphoto Hood to connect the microscope eyepiece 
and the camera, the connections are made in the following manner: 

Camera + Bellows FL (or R) + Lens Mount Converter A 
+ Microphoto Hood + Microscope 

If photomicrography is performed under these connections, the length 
of the camera side (length of the lens hood) can be changed, and 
because the magnification is not fixed , it is possible to crop 
unnecessary parts of the subject. And minor changes in magnifica· 

tion are possible within the expansion and contraction range of 
the hood even after the bellows has been removed. 

Microphoto Hood 
An expandable and contractible hood that connects the microscope 
and the camera. 

) Canon 
Having read the foregoing, you may have now discovered 
that with a Canon Single·Lens Reflex Camera you can make 
explorations into the interesting field of close-up photog
raphy. Once you start to look around for close-up sub
jects you will discover that they are countless. With the 
aid of various attachments and accessories, a whole new 
world will be opened to you through close-up photography. 
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